
 Region 16 Garland Sponsor Info 2021 

    
     Each year Region 16 holds their Arabian and Half Arabian 
Championship Horse Show. Our goal is to provide a quality, 
competitive, and fun horse show for all our exhibitors and 
supporters.  
 

We work hard to promote and encourage the interest in the 
Arabian Horse and demonstrate the versatility and intelligence of this breed throughout our 
entire show. Virtually every discipline between main ring and sport horse is showcased here.  
 

Providing a show that keeps our exhibitors and supporters coming back and newcomers 
wanting to attend is a priority, and we strive to make our regional show the best we possibly 
can for everyone involved.  
 

In all our classes we give out; Top Five Ribbons, Champion Ribbon, Reserve Champion 
Ribbon, and in some cases Unanimous Ribbons. We also will be giving out garlands to our 
Champion and Reserve Champion winners in our Regional classes. This is where we are asking 
for support!  
 

Garlands are a privilege to most exhibitors, where they are usually only given out at 
National level shows and at some Regional level shows. We would like to continue to purchase 
garlands for our winners throughout the years and provide our exhibitors with a beautiful bed 
of colorful flowers to wear, display, and keep.  

 
It is with all our sponsor’s help and support that we can put on a quality show that gives 

back to all exhibitors involved. Our sponsors will be announced throughout the show and given 
the option to present awards. Making sure our exhibitors and supporters know where the 
generosity is coming from with each prize! We would like to say thank you in advance for 
everyone’s help and commitment to the Region 16 Arabian and Half Arabian Championship 
Horse Show!  

 
Garlands may be sponsored at $25.00/per unit. This is an affordable sponsorship 

opportunity for ANYONE. Your sponsorship will also be tax deductible. There is no limit to how 
many garlands one can sponsor! With your help we can provide this regional championship 
horse show with more to offer and experience year after year.  

 
Any questions/concerns/comments please send to: 
 Marisha Kostiew  
-via email kenmarkstables@gmail.com  
-via text/call 603.339.3213 
  


